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Companies Register proceedings  

 The subject of this dissertation refers to Companies Register proceedings. 

Companies Register is a public schedule that is responsible for providing public with 

all required information on the various statutory register, current data of companies 

and all other requirements enacted by the law. A part of the Companies Register is 

document collection, where are being deposited image records of all demanding 

registered documents about the company.  

 This dissertation is concerned mainly with the procedural aspect of the 

Companies Register and its intention is to clarify every relevant disputable or 

controversial matter arising before the registration court. Researcher’s intention is to 

bring forward some deficiencies in the register proceedings and to propose their 

solutions as well.  

 The dissertation is systematically structured into six chapters. First and 

second of them deals particularly with substantive law of the Companies Register 

and with current data of companies contained in it, seeing that comprehension of 

principles of the register is essential for upright analysis of register proceedings. 

Further, there is marginally outline historical progress of the Companies Register and 

the proceeding before it, in order to provide framework for theoretical deliberation 

about the future development of its legal regulations. Third chapter contents the 

register proceeding in its entity, in term of legal theory. Fourth chapter deals with the 

question of registration courts. The pivot of this dissertation is the fifth chapter, 

which describes especially the common feature of all proceedings before the 

registration courts at first level. It is necessary to remark that purpose of this 

dissertation is not to elaborate every particular type of the register proceeding. In 

other words, it would be infeasible to deal with every possible type of proceeding in 

a fixed extension of this dissertation and for this reason it is appropriate to refer, in 

these eventual questions arising from concrete type of proceeding, to relevant 

vocational literature.  And the last chapter analyzes the discretionary remedies.  

 The last part of this dissertation evaluates contemporary legal regulations of 

Companies Register proceedings and summarizes its deficiencies. In virtue of my 

performed researchers there are outlined some possible solutions in this passage. 


